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Chapter 3 
The Analysis of Polysemous Modal Verbs 

  

In Section 3.1, the various modal senses encoded in one single modal verb will 

be demonstrated with synchronic data extracted from the Academia Sinica Balanced 

Corpus of Mandarin Chinese. By “modal sense” we refer to the subtypes of epistemic, 

deontic and dynamic modality in Figure 3 (Section 2.3), including ability, volition, 

directive, commissive, and judgmental. The five polysemous modal verbs will be 

discussed respectively in Sections 3.1. Then, in Section 3.2 a systematic pattern will 

be found from the seemingly-unrelated modal senses and thus we will propose a 

development path of semantic change to connect the closely-related polysemous 

modal meanings. Furthermore, in Section 3.3 we will turn to the diachronic 

development of the three monosyllabic modal verbs, including hui4, neng2, and yao4. 

The reason why we will not examine the other two disyllabic modal verbs (ke3yi3 and 

ying1gai1) is that each disyllabic modal verb is composed of two distinctive 

characters and each character has its own diachronic development. As a discussion of 

the development of these disyllabic forms will be somewhat complex, it will cause us 

to deviate from our present purpose, and so such discussion will be left for future 

work. In Section 3.4, the mechanisms underlying the path of development will be 

discussed. Last but not least, in Section 3.5 a feature-based classification of modality 

types will be presented to outline the path of the development. 
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3.1 Polysemous modal verbs in Mandarin Chinese   

3.1.1 hui4 會  

After examining hui4 in the corpus, there are three different modal senses 

encoded in the single lexical item, hui4. First of all, hui4 is frequently used to indicate 

the physical or mental ability of the subject in the sentence3. This physical or mental 

ability is only innate to or acquired by animate creatures (Huang 1999, Chang 2000, 

Chang 2001), so the grammatical subject must be an animate noun phrase, such as 

wo3 ‘I’ in (16) and ren2ren2 ‘everybody’ in (17). Hence, it is suggested that the first 

modal sense of hui4 is ability. 

(16) 我不會說，可是聽讀懂一點兒  
 wo3 bu2 hui4 shuo1 ke3shi4  ting1du2  dong3 yi4dian3er2 
 I NEG can speak  but listening-reading know a-little 

‘I can not speak (I don’t know how to speak), but I can listen and read a 
little bit.’ 

(17) 幾乎人人都會唱吳爺爺的歌曲 
 ji1hu1 ren2ren2 dou1 hui4 chang4 wu2 ye2ye2  de     ge1qu3 
 Almost everybody all can  sing Wu grandpa  POSS  song 
 ‘Almost everybody knows how to sing Grandpa Wu’s song.’ 
(18) 龍生龍，鳳生鳳，老鼠生的兒子會打洞 
 long2  sheng1 long2   feng4   sheng1 feng4  
 dragon  bear  dragon  phoenix bear   phoenix 
 lao3shu3 sheng1 de     er2zi  hui4  da3dong4 
 mouse   bear  ASSOC  son   can   dig-hole 
 ‘Dragons bear dragons, phoenixes bear phoenixes, so the sons of rats can 

dig holes.’ 

Secondly, the polysemous hui4 can also denote commissives, in which the 

speaker commits him/herself to ensuring that an event will take place. The modal 

sense of commissive, parallel to directive, is one of the subtypes under deontic 

modality. When what the speaker undertakes to do is welcome to the addressee, it is 

                                                 
3 In the following discussion of the modal senses exhibited by each polysemous modal verb (Section 
3.1), some example sentences may possess more than one modal sense. Yet, we just need to focus on 
the specific modal sense under discussion.  
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viewed as promise. When it is not welcome to the addressee, it is viewed as threat 

(Palmer 2001: 72, Hsieh 2006). Therefore, hui4 in (19) and (20) is used by the 

speaker to make a promise and in (21) to pose a threat to the hearer.  

(19) 我們一定會虛心接受  
 wo3men2 yi3ding4  hui4  xu1xin1    jie1shou4 
 we  definitely  can   humble  accept 
 ‘We will definitely accept it humbly.’  
(20) 我會陪你到老 
 wo3 hui4 pei2   ni3  dao4 lao3 
 I  can accompany you  till  old 
 ‘I’ll be with you until you are old.’ 
(21) 他會殺了你 

  ta1 hui4 sha1 le ni3 
  he can kill PAR   you 

 ‘He will kill you.’ 

Finally, hui4 is used to indicate the speaker’s judgment of the possibility or 

probability of the propositional content of the sentence, so this modal sense is named 

judgmental. This is a kind of subjective judgment of the speaker of the utterance and 

has a high degree of certainty and assurance (Chang 2001). It should be noted that 

there is no selectional restriction on the grammatical subject of the modal verb 

because the epistemic modal verb is in a raising construction where the subject of the 

embedded clause is raised to the subject of the matrix verb (Lin & Tang 1995). As the 

following three examples show, the subject of the sentence can be non-animate zhe4 

‘this’ in (22), animate ta1 ‘he’ in (23) or in some cases the subject can be omitted 

without causing difficulty in understanding the meaning of the utterance (24).  

(22) 那麼這將會是我這輩子的遺憾  
na3mo zhe4 jiang1 hui4 shi4 wo3 zhe4 bei4zi de  yi2han4 
then  this will   can be I this life  POSS  regret 
‘Then this will be the regret of my life.’ 

 (23) 他會變成大明星 
  ta1 hui4  bian4cheng2 da4 ming2xing1 
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  he can  become   big bright-star 
  ‘He will become a famous star.’ 

(24) 隨時隨地都可能會冒出來 
  sui2shi2sui2di4  dou1 ke3neng2  hui4  mao4 chu1lai2 
  wherever-whenever  all   possible  can  appear out 
  ‘(It) may appear anytime and anywhere.’ 

 In summary, the three different modal senses encoded in the single lexical item, 

the polysemous modal verb hui4, are presented below: 

Three modal senses of hui4: ability, commissive, judgmental 

 

3.1.2 neng2 能  

Three modal senses are detected in the single lexical item, neng2, including 

ability, directive and judgmental. The first two modal senses of neng2 are 

indisputable and easy to detect and Chao (1968), Lu (1983), and Liu et al. (1996) have 

already discussed these two basic meanings of ability and directive. For instance, 

neng2 in (25) and (26) is the use of ability generated by human beings. If these 

utterances are used out of context, it is difficult to know whether these abilities are 

internal to the person as the subject of the sentence or enabled under certain 

circumstances. This is also why we do not need to separate these two sources of 

enabling conditions for the modality subtype of ability. neng2 in (27) is also an 

example of ability. However, the subject mu4cao3 ‘pasture’ is not a human so this 

kind of ability is not generated by a human being. In contrast, the non-human ability 

is derived from human ability through metaphorical extension.  

(25) 有些人能有很大的成就   
you3xie1 ren2   neng2 you3  hen3  da4 de     cheng2jiu4 
some  people can have   very big ASSOC achievement 
‘Some people can make a great achievement.’ 

(26) 他能獨立完成此項工作 
 ta1 neng2  du2li4   wan2cheng2 ci3 xiang4  gong1zuo4 
  he can   independent finish  this  CL  work 
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 ‘He can finish this job independently.’ 
(27) 這種牧草能抑制雜草生長 

zhe4zhong3 mu4cao3 neng2  yi4zhi4  za2cao3 sheng1zhang3 
this-kind   pasture  can    restrain   weed   grow 
‘This kind of pasture can restrain the growth of weeds.’ 

The modal sense of directive encoded in neng2 is permission, which indicates 

the granting of permission for the hearer to do something. For example, in (28) neng2 

indicates the permission granted by the doctor for a patient to take medicine. In (29) 

the subject ni3 ‘you’ is also permitted to leave, although the source of permission is 

not stated clearly. In (30) the subject mei3ren2 ‘each person’ is only permitted to have 

fifty or one hundred grams of Chinese cabbage, so no more is allowed.  

(28) 經醫生指示，才能服用  
 jing1  yi1sheng1  zhi3shi4  cai2  neng2 fu2yong4 
 through doctor  instruction then  can  take-medicine 
 ‘(You) are permitted to take the medicine after receiving the doctor’s 

instructions.’ 
(29) 你能離開了 
 ni3 neng2 li2kai1 le 
 you can   leave PRT 
 ‘You are permitted to leave.’ 
(30) 每人每天只能分配到一兩白菜 
 mei3 ren2  mei3 tian1 zhi3 neng2 fen1pei4 dao4 yi4 liang3 bai2cai4 
 each person every day only can   allot     to  one CL   cabbage  
 ‘Each person can only be allotted fifty or one hundred grams of cabbage 

every day.’ 

The third modal sense is less noted by previous researchers, but in the present 

study we claim that there indeed exists a judgmental (epistemic) use of neng2, as in 

(31), where neng2, just like hui4 discussed above, indicates a high degree of certainty 

or possibility toward the proposition, which is an opinion held by the speaker, to be 

true. The propositional content “Using the toilet is a five-star level of enjoyment” is 

considered possible by the speaker, so this possibility is indicated by the modal verb 

neng2. In (32) neng2 also indicates the possibility that “the cells in the human body 
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are sustained and protected.” Neng2 in (33) also indicates how it is possible to 

dissuade the daughter from going.  

(31) 如廁也能是種五星級的享受 
ru2ce4  yie3 neng2 shi4 zhong3 wu3xing1ji2  de    xiang3shuo4 
use-toilet also can   be  CL    five-star-rank ASSOC enjoyment 
‘Using the toilet may be a five-star level of enjoyment.’ 

(32) 人體內的細胞才能獲得支持與保護 
 ren2ti3     nei4  de    xi4bao1 cai2   neng2 huo4de2  

human-body inside ASSOC cell     so-that can   obtain 
zhi1chi2 yu3 bao3hu4 

  support and  protection 
‘…so that it is possible for the cells in the human body to receive support 
and protection.’ 

(33) 該怎麼才能說服他女兒不去？ 
  gai1   zen3mo cai2  neng2 shui4fu2 ta1 nu3er2  bu2 qu4 
  should how    then  can   convince he daughter NEG go 
  ‘How can it be made possible to convince his daughter not to go?’ 

In summary, the three different modal senses encoded in the single lexical item, 

the polysemous modal verb neng2, are presented below: 

Three modal senses of neng2: ability, directive, judgmental 

 

3.1.3 yao4 要  

First of all, yao4 exhibits the volition of the subject, as (34), (35), and (36) show, 

where the animate subjects wo3 ‘I’, ni3 ‘you’, and liang3ren2 ‘two people’ have the 

willingness to do something; that is, “to see him” in (34), “to leave” in (35) and “to be 

together” in (36). Since the modal sense of volition is subject-oriented, the 

grammatical subject is an obligatory argument. Furthermore, volition is a property 

possessed by animate creatures so the subject must be animate, too.  

(34) 我要去見見他，跟他說幾句話  
wo3 yao4 qu4 jian4jian4  ta1 gen1 ta1  shuo1 ji3     ju4 hua4 
I want  go see-see   him to him say  a-few CL words 
‘I want to see him and say something to him.’ 
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 (35) 你要走了？你不跟我學武藝了？ 
  ni3 yao4 zou3 le  ni3 bu4 gen1 wo3 xue2 wo3yi4 le 
  you want go  PRT you NEG with me learn martial-art PRT 
  ‘Are you going to leave? You don’t want to learn martial arts with me?’ 
 (36) 可見兩人要在一起有多麼不容易啊！ 
  ke3jian4 liang3 ren2  yao4 zai4 yi4qi3  you3 dou2mo  bu4 rong2yi4 
  can-see  two  people want in  together have how-much NEG easy 
  ‘It can be seen how difficult it is for two people to be together.’ 

Secondly, yao4 indicates the speaker’s imposition of obligation on the hearer, so 

this obligation is a subtype of directive under deontic modality. Hence, yao4 in (37) 

modifies the proposition “you finish your homework” and turns it into an obligatory 

action which must be carried out by the hearer ni3 ‘you.’ Sometimes the deontic 

source of obligation does not originate from the speaker but from law or social custom. 

For example, yao4 in (38) indicates the obligatory action carried out by the subject 

according to moral principle and social custom. The subject in (39) is not stated 

clearly but it can be inferred that this obligation (i.e., be responsible to yourself and to 

think of other people) is imposed upon the hearer.  

(37) 你要把功課做完才能回家 
 ni3  yao4  ba3  gong1ke4  zuo4wan2  cai2 neng2  hui2jia1 

you have-to OBJ   homework  do-finish   then can   back-home 
‘You can go home only after you finish your homework.’ 

(38) 學生要尊敬老師 
  xue2sheng1 yao4   zun1jing4 lao3shi1 
  student   have-to respect    teacher 
   ‘Students have to respect their teachers.’ 

(39) 除了要對自己負責外，也應該考慮到別人 
 chu2le yao4   dui4 zi4ji3 fu4ze2        wai4 yie3 ying1gai  

besides have-to to   self  be-responsible  out also  should   
kao3lu4 dao4  bie2ren2 

 consider to    others 
‘In addition to being responsible to yourself, (you) should also consider the 
feelings of others.’ 

Thirdly, there is another deontic use of yao4— commissive, where the speaker 
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commits himself/herself to the realization of the event expressed in the proposition, 

rather than impose an obligatory action on the hearer. For instance, in (40) the speaker 

wo3men2 ‘we’ makes a commitment to undertake the responsibility of academic 

research and this kind of promise is indicated by the modal verb yao4. It is also the 

same case in (41) and (42).  

(40) 我們要肩負起領導學術研究的重任 
wo3men2 yao4  jian1fu4   qi3  xue2shu4yan2jiu4  de  
we     want   shoulder  up   academic-research  ASSOC  
zhong4ren4 
heavy-responsibility 
‘We have committed ourselves to shoulder the important responsibility of 
academic research.’ 

 (41) 因為我已經下定決心要默默守在她身邊 
  yin1wei4 wo3 yi3jing1 xia4 ding4 jue2xin1 yao4  
  because  I   already down fix  resolution want 
  mo4mo4 shou3 zai4  ta1 shen1bian1 
  silent    stay beside she body-side 

‘Because I have already made up my mind and promised to stay quietly 
beside her.’ 

 (42) 從今而後，這一生中我要好好的待她 
  cong2 jin1  er2 hou4     zhe4 yi4sheng1 zhong1  

from  now then afterward this  one-life   middle 
wo3 yao4  hao3hao3 de     dai4 ta1 

  I    want good-good ASSOC  treat her 
  ‘I promise to treat her well from now on in this lifetime.’ 

Finally, yao4 also has the modal sense of judgmental, just like hui4 and neng2 

mentioned above, but with a slight difference. Here, the judgmental yao4 is integrated 

with a predictive meaning, denoting a temporal futurity. Therefore, in (43) yao4 not 

only modifies the propositional content (i.e., the car arrives) to express a high degree 

of certainty on the part of the speaker but also implies that the event is going to 

happen in the near future. Yao4 in (44) exhibits the possibility that literature has an 

end; that is, it is possible for a writer to create an end for his/her story, but history will 
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never come to an end. As long as people continue to live in the world, people will 

keep on creating history and there will never be an end for the history. Liu et al. (1996) 

present another two examples of the epistemic use of yao4, as shown in (45) and (46).  

(43) 把傘打開吧！車子就要到了  
  ba3 san3  da3kai1 ba che1zi jiu4  yao4 dao4     le 
  OBJ umbrella open  PRT car  nearly want arrive PRT 
  ‘Put the umbrella up. It is possible that the car will come soon.’ 

(44) 文學作品總要結束，但歷史還在往前走 
 wen2xue2 zuo4pin3 zong3  yao4  jie2shu4  

literature  works   always  will  end 
dan4 li4shi3 hai2 zai4 wang3 qian2   zuo3 
but  history still ASP toward front walk 
‘It has to be the case that works of literature will have an end, but that 
history will move on forward.’ 

(45) 你這樣自以為是是要栽跟頭的   
  ni3 zhe4yiang4 zi4yi3wei2shi4  shi4 yao4 zai1gen1tou2 de 
  you this-way  self-consider-yes  is  will fall-heel-head PRT 
  ‘If you are so opinionated, it must be the case that you will fail.’ 

(46) 脫離群眾，十個有十個要失敗   
  tuo1li2 qun2zhong4 shi2 ge you3 shi2 ge yao4 shi1bai4 
  depart  crowd     ten CL have ten  CL will  fail 
  ‘Most of the people who part from the crowd are very likely to fail.’ 

In summary, the four different modal senses encoded in the single lexical item, 

the polysemous modal verb yao4, are presented below: 

Four modal senses of yao4: volition, directive, commissive, judgmental 

 

3.1.4 ke3yi3 可以 

To begin with, ke3yi3 can denote the internal physical or mental ability of the 

subject, as shown in (47) and (48). Such human-generated ability is the same as the 

ability use of hui4 and neng2. As for non-human ability derived through metaphorical 

extension, ke3yi3 in (49) exhibits this non-human ability so the subject is an inanimate 

place name, Taiwan.  
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(47) 他可以十秒鐘跑完一百公尺 
ta1 ke3yi3  shi2miao3zhong1 pao3wan2 yi4bai3  gong1chi3 
he can  ten-second  run-finish  one-hundred meter 

  ‘He is able to run one hundred meters in ten seconds.’ 
(48) 我可以理解他的處境 
 wo3 ke3yi3 li3jie3    ta1 de    chu3jing4 
 I    can   understand he POSS  situation 
 ‘I can understand his situation.’ 
(49) 臺灣將來憑藉著什麼可以趕上世界？ 
 tai2wan1 jiang1lai2 ping2jie4 zhe she2mo ke3yi3 gan3shang4 shi4jie4 
 Taiwan  future    depend  ASP what   can   catch-up   world 
 ‘What can Taiwan depend on to catch up with the world in the future?’ 

Secondly, ke3yi3 denotes the directive modality of permission, which has been 

identified in previous studies (Chao 1968, Lu 1983, Liu et al. 1996, Huang 1999, 

Chen 2000). From the corpus, we also found many sentences of ke3yi3 with directive 

modality. For example, in (50) ke3yi3 indicates that students’ cars are permitted to go 

through the front gate. In (51), people are permitted to browse the comic books which 

are under copyright. Furthermore, in (52) postgraduate students are permitted to be 

reserve officers without having to take a test. All these permissions are indicated by 

the modal verb ke3yi3, and this modal verb modifies the propositional content to 

make it become permission.  

(50) 學生車輛可以從大門進出 
 xue2sheng1 che1liang4 ke3yi3 cong2 da4men2  jin4chu1 
 student     vehicle   can   from  big-gate  in-out 
 ‘Students’ vehicles are allowed to go in and out from the main gate.’  
(51) 這裡陳列的全部是有版權的漫畫，大家可以隨意翻閱 
 zhe4li3 chen2lie4 de   quan2bu4 shi4 you3 ban3quan2 de   man4hua4 
 here   display  ASSOC all      is   have copyright ASSOC comic 
 da4jia1   ke3yi3 sui2yi4 fan1yue4 
 everybody can   casual  leaf 

‘All of the comic books displayed here are under copyright, so everyone can 
leaf through the books casually.’ 

(52) 現今規定博、碩士不用經過考試就可以當預官  
 xian4jin1 gui1ding4 bo2   shuo4shi4 bu2 yong4 jing1guo4  
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 present  regulate  doctor master    NEG use  through  
kao3shi4 jiu4 ke3yi3 dang1 yu4guan1 
test     just can    be   reserve-officer 
‘The present regulations say that doctoral or masters’ graduates are 
permitted to be reserve officers without taking the test.’ 

The last modal sense of ke3yi3 is judgmental, but this modal sense has not 

always been identified in previous studies. For instance, Liu et al. (1996) do not 

include an epistemic meaning in their discussion of ke3yi3, whereas Lu (1983) and 

Lin and Tang (1995) consider that one of the meanings encoded in ke3yi3 is to 

indicate the opinion or attitude of the speaker toward a proposition concerning 

possibility or probability. Example (53) is extracted from Lin and Tang’s 1995 

discussion of modal verbs, where they view ke3yi3 as an epistemic modal verb. This 

ke3yi3 modifies the propositional content with a high degree of possibility held by the 

speaker. In the corpus, two examples of judgmental ke3yi3 are also found. In (54), 

ke3yi3 indicates that it is the speaker’s personal point of view toward the statement 

(i.e., drinking green tea helps lose weight). It is the same case in (55), in which the 

speaker’s opinion has a high degree of certainty (i.e., it is possible for people aged 

from fifteen to sixty or seventy to enjoy diving).  

  (53) 書可以賣得很好    
  shu1 ke3yi3 mai4 de2    hen3 hao3 
  book can   sell  ASSOC  very good 

  ‘It is possible that books may sell well.’ 
(54) 喝綠茶可以減肥 
 he1  lu4cha2 ke3yi3 jian3fei2 
  drink green-tea can   cut-fat 
 ‘(People) can lose weight by drinking green tea.’ 
(55) 從十五歲到六、七十歲都可以享受潛水之樂 

  cong2 shi2wu3 sui4     dao4  liu4 qi1shi2 sui4  
  from  fifteen  year-old  to    six seventy year-old 

dou1 ke3yi3 xiang3shou4 qian2shui3 zhi1    le4 
all   can   enjoy      diving    ASSOC  happiness 
‘People aged from fifteen to sixty or seventy can enjoy the happiness of 
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diving.’ 

In summary, the three different modal senses encoded in the single lexical item, 

the polysemous modal verb ke3yi3, are presented below: 

Three modal senses of ke3yi3: ability, directive, judgmental 

 

3.1.5 ying1gai1 應該 

There are two modal senses detected in the polysemous modal verb ying1gai1, 

both of which are frequently mentioned and thus are quite uncontroversial. The first 

one is the deontic meaning of directive: obligation, as shown in (56), (57), and (58), 

where the subject wo3men2 ‘we,’ yi2geren2 ‘a person,’ and guo2jun1 ‘monarch’ are 

obliged to do something with a non-subject-oriented deontic source. In these three 

cases, the deontic source is originated from moral principles and social norms.  

(56) 我們應該學習從另一個角度來看  
  wo3men2 ying1gai1 xue2xi2 cong2 lin4wai4   yi2 ge jiao3du4 lai2 kan4 
  we   should  learn from  another-out one CL angle come see 
  ‘We should look at (it) from another point of view.’ 

(57) 一個人做事應該敬業、樂業 
  yi2 ge ren2   zuo4shi4 ying1gai1 jing4yie4       le4yie4 
  one CL person do-thing  should   respect-business enjoy-business 
  ‘Everyone should do things with respect and enjoyment.’ 

(58) 儒家認為國君應該愛民 
 ru2jia1     ren4wei2 guo2jun1       ying1gai1 ai4  min2 
 Confucians  consider  country-emperor should   love people 

‘The Confucians consider that an emperor is obliged to love his people.’ 

The second modal sense of ying1gai1 is judgmental, a subjective judgment of 

the speaker concerning matters of knowledge and belief. The judgmental modal verb 

ying1gai1, as a subtype of epistemic modality, does not restrict the animacy of the 

subject. Therefore, in (59) ti3li4 ‘energy’ is the animate subject and ying1gai1 

indicates that it is possible to regain energy by drinking water. Ying1gai1 in (60) 

indicates the possibility that the flexibility of the younger members of a team must be 
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very great. Lastly, in (61) ying1gai1 indicates the speaker’s personal opinion or 

attitude toward the propositional content (i.e., there are no sandstone trucks on 

campus). 

(59) 喝了水，體力應該恢復了  
  he1le   shui3 ti3li4 ying1gai1 hui1fu4 le 
  drink-ASP   water energy should  recover ASP 

‘(Since you have) drunk some water, you should have regained your 
energy.’ 

 (60) 團員的年紀輕，可塑性應該是很高的 
tuan2yuan2  de    nian2ji4 qing1 ke3su4xing4  
team-member ASSOC age    light  flexibility 
ying1gai1 shi4 hen3 gao1 de 
should   is   very high PRT 

‘The age of the members of the team is very young, so their degree of 
flexibility must be very high.’ 

(61) 目前校內應該沒有砂石車 
  mu4qian2 xiao4  nei4  ying1gai1 mei2 you3 sha1shi2che1 
  present   school inside should    NEG have sandstone-truck 

‘At present, it should be the case that there are no sandstone trucks on 
campus.’ 

In summary, the two different modal senses encoded in the single lexical item, 

the polysemous modal verb ying1gai1, are presented below: 

Two modal senses of ying1gai1: directive, judgmental 

 

3.2 The Development Path of Polysemous Modal Verbs  

In Section 3.1, the five polysemous modal verbs have been discussed 

respectively with examples. As a summary of Section 3.1, the multiple modal senses 

encoded in each of the five polysemous modal verbs are re-stated below: 

(62) Three modal senses of hui4: ability, commissive, judgmental 

 (63) Three modal senses of neng2: ability, directive, judgmental 

 (64) Four modal senses of yao4: volition, directive, commissive, judgmental 
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 (65) Three modal senses of ke3yi3: ability, directive, judgmental  

 (66) Two modal senses of ying1gai1: directive, judgmental 

The various modal senses exhibited in each polysemous modal verb should not be 

considered separate and unrelated. In contrast, since every modal verb can denote at 

least two or three different modal senses, the two or three different modal senses can 

be argued to be related in some way, especially when there are overlaps of modal 

senses in each polysemous modal verb. This “overlap of modal senses” means that, 

for example, in (62) and (63) above, hui4, just like neng2, can be interpreted as 

dynamic modal (ability), deontic modal (commissive or directive), as well as 

epistemic modal (judgmental). In (64) and (66), yao4, as well as ying1gai1, can be 

interpreted as showing both deontic (directive-obligation) and epistemic (judgmental) 

modality, too. Moreover, from (62) to (66), it can be seen that there is a systematic 

pattern in the overlap of the modal senses among the five polysemous modal verbs. 

For instance, three modal verbs (hui4, neng2, ke3yi3) have the dynamic use of ability. 

In addition, the most apparent consistency among the five modal verbs is that all of 

these verbs have the epistemic use of judgmental and the deontic use of commissive 

or directive. Figure 4 is a summary of the overlap of the modal senses observed in (62) 

~ (66). In Figure 4, it is found that ability hui4 is extended to commissive hui4 and 

then further extended to judgmental hui4. On the other hand, ability neng4 is not 

extended to commissive but directive. Then, similarly, directive neng4 is finally 

extended to judgmental neng4, too. As for volition yao4, it is extended to both 

commissive and directive. And then, commissive and directive yao4 is extended to 

judgmental yao4, just like hui4 and neng2. Such overlap reveals that the several 

modal senses exhibited by these polysemous modal verbs must be related to each 

other, so in Figure 4 arrows are used to mark the direction of development. Thus, the 

systematic pattern of development is detected clearly. Furthermore, we postulate that 
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the modal senses of ability and volition should be regarded as the core meaning of the 

polysemous modal verbs. Then, from this core meaning of ability and volition, 

commissive and directive are semantically extended. Finally, the judgmental meaning 

is the last extended modal sense. 

 

Figure 4. The semantic extension of the five polysemous modal verbs 

By incorporating the classification of modal verbs (dynamic, deontic, and 

epistemic modality and their subtypes, such as ability, commissive, or judgmental) 

with the direction of the development path discussed above, Table 8 is obtained as 

presented below. From Table 8, it is found that the semantic extension begins from 

dynamic modality (ability and volition). Next, dynamic modality is extended to form 

deontic modality (commissive and directive). Finally, epistemic modality (judgmental) 

is further developed from deontic modality. Since these three types of modality 

coexist in one single polysemous modal verb, it explains why we found that 

polysemous modal verbs can be used “dynamically,” “deontically,” or “epistemically” 

simultaneously in the Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus of Mandarin Chinese.  

Ability 
hui4, neng2, 

ke3yi3 

Volition 
yao4 

Commissive: 
Promise (hui4, yao4) 

Threat (hui4, yao4) 

Directives: 
Permission (neng2, ke3yi3) 

Obligation (yao4, ying1gai1)

Judgmental 
hui4 

neng2 

yao4 

ying1gai1 

ke3yi3 
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 Dynamic  Deontic  
 Epistemic 

hui4 Ability  Commissive  
 Judgmental

neng2 Ability  Directive  
 Judgmental

yao4 Volition  Commissive
Directive 

 Judgmental

ke3yi3 Ability  Directive  
 Judgmental

ying1gai1   Directive  
 Judgmental

Table 8. The development path of the five polysemous modal verbs 

Moreover, the development path can be simplified and a schematic summary is 

given in Figure 5. The development from dynamic modality to deontic modality is 

labeled as Stage I, while the later development from deontic modality to epistemic 

modality is labeled as Stage II. More detailed discussion of this development path 

and the difference between Stage I and Stage II will be provided in Section 3.4. In the 

next section (Section 3.3), we will turn to the diachronic data concerning three of the 

polysemous modal verbs (hui4, neng2, and yao4) in order to obtain more reliable 

diachronic evidence to support the path of development presented in this section.  

 

 
Figure 5. Development path of the semantic extension for polysemous modal verbs 
 

3.3 Diachronic Development of hui4 會, neng2 能, and yao4 要 

In Section 3.2, we established the synchronic development of the five 

polysemous modal verbs. However, it would be more convincing if we could find a 

corresponding path of development from diachronic data. Consequently, in this 

section we will examine the diachronic development of the three monosyllabic 

Dynamic Deontic Epistemic 

Stage I Stage II 
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polysemous modal verbs, including hui4, neng2, and yao4. We dismiss the other two 

disyllabic polysemous modal verbs, ke3yi3 and ying1gai1, because each one is 

composed of two separate words. Each word has its own diachronic development and 

a discussion of the combination of the two characters to form a single word would be 

so complicated as to be beyond the scope of this present study. Therefore, in order to 

keep on track, we prefer to focus only the three monosyllabic modal verbs in terms of 

diachronic development. The diachronic data of hui4 is from Hsieh’s dissertation of 

2002, that of neng2 is from Wu’s thesis of 2007, and that of yao4 is from Liu (2006) 

and Li (2003). We will present the linguistic data and discuss the diachronic 

development of hui4, neng2, and yao4 respectively in Sections 3.3.1 ~ 3.3.3.  

 

3.3.1 hui4 會 

Before the Han Dynasty, hui4 is just used as a verb to mean ‘concrete things or 

creatures meet, gather, or assemble in real time and space.’ (67) ~ (69) are examples 

of this concrete use. In (67) and (68), hui4 is a verb, which meant “meet” in the Zhou 

and the Qin Dynasties, respectively. In (69), hui4 means people “gather” in a place. 

(67) 秋，七月，公會齊侯鄭伯伐許。(Zhou Dynasty)   
 qiu1   qi1  yue4  gong1 hui4 qi2 hou2 zheng4 bo2 fa1   xu3 
 autumn seven month lord  meet Qi lord  Zheng lord attack Xu 

‘In the seventh month, during the autumn, Lord Ying met Lord Qi and Lord 
 Zheng to attack Xu.’  
(68) 此時魯仲連適游趙，會秦圍趙。(Qin Dynasty)   

ci3 shi2 lu3 zhong4lian2 shi4 you2 zhao4 hui4 qin2 wei2   zhao4 
this time Lu Zhonglian  just travel Zhao meet Qin surround Zhao 
‘At that time, Lu Zhonglian was just traveling in Zhao, and he met the army 
of Qin surrounding Zhao.  

(69) 會葬者千人，咸為揮涕。(Jin Dynasty)  
 hui4  zang4  zhe3 qian1     ren2  xian2 wei2 hui1  ti4 
 gather funeral person thousand person all    for  weep tear 

‘Thousands of people gathered to attend the funeral, and all of them cried 
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because of the scene.’  
(Hsieh 2002: 326-327) 

In the Han Dynasty, hui4 could not only be used to mean “meet, gather, and 

assemble” for concrete things or creatures, but also for abstract things or ideas. This 

abstract meeting/gathering is presented in (70) and (71). In (70), hui4 means the 

abstract gathering of feelings or thoughts, while in (71) hui4 means the 

assembling/combing of word meanings, which are clearly abstract ideas.  

(70) 竹聲濫，濫以立會，會以聚眾。(Western Han Dynasty) 
zhu2   sheng1 lan4    lan4    yi3   li4      hui4   
bamboo sound overflow overflow so-that establish gather  
hui4  yi3    ju4  zhong4 
gather so-that gather crowd 
‘The sound of a bamboo flute is more likely to overflow, so this sound can 
inspire the feeling of gathering, and this feeling of gathering can easily 
cause many things to gather together.’   

(71) 會意者，比類合誼，以見指撝，武信是也。(Western Han Dynasty) 
hui4yi4 zhe3  bi4     lei4  he2    yi2  
huiyi   thing compare kind  connect meaning 
yi3   jian4 zhi3  wei3 wu3 xin4 shi4 yie3 
so-that see  point thing Wu Xin  is  PRT 
‘The meaning of ‘huiyi’ is that by gathering/connecting characters which 
are related in some way a new character may be formed. By combining the 
meanings of two characters we can obtain a new meaning for the new 
character. Wu and Xing are the examples.’   

(Hsieh 2002: 327-328) 

During the period of Six Dynasties, the meaning of knowing or realizing 

something emerged. This is close to the modal sense of ability under dynamic 

modality but it can yet be viewed as a modal verb because hui4 is only followed by 

nouns. For example, in (72), hui4 represents the ability of knowing something. In (73), 

hui4 means the ability of realizing something in one’s heart. This ability meaning of 

hui4 may be the origin of another verb phrase in Mandarin Chinese ti3hui4 ‘realize’ 

體會, which means to realize something through one’s feelings or mind.  
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(72) 問一言輒酬數百，責其指歸，或無要會。 (North Qi) 
wen4 yi4 yan2 zhe2 chou2   shu2   bai3 
ask  one word then feedback several hundred  
ze2 qi2 zhi3  gui1 huo4 wu2 yao4 hui4 
ask him point back or   NEG want know  
‘If you ask him one word/question, he can answer with hundreds of 
sentences. Yet, if you ask the meaning of those utterances, he cannot know 
anything.’  

(73) 會心處，不必在遠，翳然林水，便自有濠、濮閒想也，覺鳥獸禽魚自來

親人。(Liang)    
hui4  xin1  chu4 bu2 bi4      zai4 yuan3 yi4   ran2 lin2  shui3  
realize heart place NEG necessary in   far   green kind forest water 
bian4  zi4    you3 hao2 pu2 xian2 xiang3  ye3 
then  naturally have Hao Pu  casual thought PRT 
jue2 niao3 shou4 qin2 yu2  zi4    lai2   qin1    ren2 
feel bird  beast  bird fish naturally come  familiar human 
‘The place where you can make your mind realize a lot of things is not 
necessarily far away. Even in a hidden forest or stream, you can think of 
wise conversation (Hao and Pu), and so you can realize the intimate 
relationship between birds, beasts, fish and human beings.’   

(Hsieh 2002: 328-329) 

In the Sui and the Tang Dynasties, the ability use of hui4 is more pervasive than 

before, as shown in (74). Then in the Song Dynasty, hui4 begins to be followed by 

verbs, so we can say that the use of hui4 has been extended from that of a pure verb to 

a modal verb. Therefore, in (75), the modal verb hui4 is followed by a verb 

duan4lian4 ‘to train’ 鍛鍊, and hui4 is used to denote the ability of being good at 

inspiring and encouraging students.  

(74) 看心觀靜，不動不起，從此置功。迷人不會，便執成顛，如此者眾。(Tang 
Dynasty) 

 kan4 xin1 guan1   jing4  bu2 dong4 bu4 qi3 cong2 ci3 zhi4 gong1 
 see  heart observe silence NEG move NEG up  from this place work 
 mi2     ren2  bu2 hui4  bian4 zhi2 cheng2  dian1 ru2 ci3 zhe3 zhong4 
 confused person NEG know then persist become crazy like this person many 

‘Observing hearts and silence, and not moving and rising. Then (people) 
can cultivate (their) effort. But foolish people do not know this so they 
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become crazy (and confused) in (their) persistence. There are a lot of people 
with such symptoms.’  

(Hsieh 2002: 329) 
(75) 在伊川直是會鍛鍊得人，說了又道：「恰好著工夫也。」(Song Dynasty) 

zai4 yi1chuan1 zhi2 shi4 hui4 duan4lian4 de2 ren2  
in  Yichuan  really is  can  inspire   get person 
shuo1 le  you4 dao4 qia4 hao3zhuo2 gong1fu1 ye3 
say  PRT again say  just good offer  work    PRT 

‘Yichuan was really good at inspiring and encouraging students according 
to their level and he continued to say, “This is just where you work hard.”’ 

(Hsieh 2002: 330) 

It was also in the Song Dynasty that the epistemic meaning appeared. For 

example, in (76), hui4 indicates the high degree of possibility for a person to arrive at 

a destination on foot as long as he/she keeps on walking. In (77), hui4 indicates the 

opinion or attitude of the speaker toward the propositional content as well (i.e., he/she 

can talk about honesty and justice fluently.)  

(76) 如人兩足相先後行，便會漸漸行得到，若一邊軟了便一步也進不得。

(Song Dynasty) 
ru2 ren2  liang3 zu2 xiang1  xian1 hou4 xing2 bian4 hui4 jian4jian4 de2  
like person two  foot together first  last walk  ten   will gradually get 
dao4 ruo4 yi4 bian1 ruan3 le bian4 yi2 bu4 ye3 jin4    bu4 de2 
arrive if  one side  soft PRT then one step also proceed NEG get 
‘If you walk step by step, then it is possible that you can reach the 
destination. Yet, if one of your feet stops, then you can never proceed.’  

(77) 且如說廉，他且會說得好；說義，他也會說得好。(Song Dynasty) 
qie3  ru2 shuo1 lian2   ta1 qie3 hui4 shuo1 de    hao3 
about if   talk  honesty he  so  can talk  ASSOC good 
shuo1 yi4   ta1 ye3 hui4 shuo1 de    hao3 
talk  justice he also can  talk  ASSOC good 
‘As for talking about honesty, he is likely to talk about it fluently. As for 
justice, he is likely to talk about it fluently, too.’  

(Hsieh 2002: 331) 

In conclusion, over the past hundreds of years, hui4 began as a pure verb 

meaning “meet, gather, and assemble” in the case of concrete things or creatures. 

Then the meaning of hui4 was extended to take an abstract sense of gathering. Then in 
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Six Dynasties, the verb hui4 picked up the meaning of ability. Not until the Song 

Dynasty did hui4 become a modal verb with dynamic modality, where it could be 

followed by verbs. Finally, it was also in Song Dynasty that hui4 came to possess the 

epistemic modality of judgmental and this epistemic meaning of hui4 is preserved in 

modern Mandarin Chinese.  

 

3.3.2 neng2 能 

According Shuowen Jiezi (Origin of Chinese Characters), neng2 is a noun, 

which originally referred to a kind of animal like a bear (Wu 2007: 21). Then it came 

to refer to a person who was knowledgeable and had a strong ability at something. 

Before the Han Dynasty, neng2 possessed many different meanings. First, neng2 

could refer to a certain kind of person, as show in (78). Neng2 could also directly refer 

to a certain kind of ability possessed by somebody, as shown in (79).  

(78) 推賢讓能，庶官乃合，不合政龐 (Zhou Dynasty) 
tui1 xian2 rang4 neng2 shu4  guan1 nai3 he2   
push wise yield capable people officer so peace  
bu4 he2   zheng4    pang2 
NEG peace government complicated 
‘In selecting a wise and capable person, the officers can be at peace, or else 
the process of government will be complicated.’   

(79) 人之有能有為，使羞其行，面邦其昌 (Zhou Dynasty) 
ren2  zhi1  you3 neng2 you3 wei2       shi3  xiu1   qi2 xing2  
people ASSOC have ability have achievement make humble his behavior 
mian4 bang1  qi2 chang1 
face  country his  prosper 
‘All people have their abilities and achievements, if we can cause his 
behavior to be more humble, he will make our country prosperous.’  

(Wu 2007: 21-22) 

Second, in the Zhou Dynasty neng2 was also used as a modal verb, followed by 

verbs, to indicate the mental or physical ability of the subject. For example, in (80) 

neng2 modifies the following verb phrase zhi1su4 ‘weave’ 織素 , so this act 
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becomes the ability possessed by the omitted subject. It is also the same case in (81), 

where neng2 denotes the ability of dealing with the business of people and that of 

ghosts. Thus, neng2 in (80) and (81) are dynamic modal verbs with a sense of ability. 

Finally, neng2 was also a modal verb denoting deontic modality in the Zhou Dynasty. 

For instance, in (82), neng2 is used deontically and expresses permission for the 

speaker to express his own opinion. This is the modal sense of directive under 

deontic modality in our classification of modality types. 

(80) 十三能織素。(Zhou Dynasty) 
shi2san1 neng2 shi1  su4 
thirteen  can  weave cloth 
‘When (she) is thirteen, she can weave.’  

 (81) 子曰：「未能事人，焉能事鬼！未知生，焉知死！此說盡了。」 
(Zhou Dynasty) 
zi3      yue1 wei4 neng2 shi4  ren2  yan1 neng2 shi4 gui3 
Confucius say  NEG can   serve people how can   serve ghost  
wei4 zhi1 sheng1 yan1 zhi1  si3 
NEG know life   how know death 
‘Confucius says, ‘If people cannot deal with matters that concern people, 
how can they deal with matters that concern ghosts? If people don’t know 
about life, how do they know about the death? This saying exhausts all.’ 

(82) 哀哉不能言！(Zhou Dynasty) 
ai1 zai1 bu4 neng2 yan2 
sad PRT NEG can   say 
‘Alas, I am not allowed to say anything.’ 

(Wu 2007: 22-23) 

Not until Han Dynasty does neng2 begins to have an epistemic meaning. The 

epistemic use of neng2 is presented in (83) ~ (85). In (83), neng2 indicates the 

opinions and attitudes of the speaker about something from the point of view of 

his/her own experience and knowledge. In (84), neng2 indicates the possibility that 

the speakers may do something. It is also the same case in (85).  

(83) 夫人能深自愛，乃能愛人 (Eastern Han Dynasty) 
fu1ren2 neng2 shen1 zi4 ai4 nai3 neng2 ai4 ren2 
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madam can   deep self love so  can  love people 
‘Madam can love yourself deeply and thus you can love other people.’   

(84) 臣等不能做此事也。(Tang Dynasty) 
chen2  deng3 bu4 neng2 zuo4 ci3 shi4  ye3 
courtier level NEG can   do   this thing PRT 
‘We courtiers cannot do this.’  

(85) 聞曰，汝得罪上帝，我何能致力。(Northern Song Dynasty) 
wen2 yue1 ru3  de2zui4 shang4di4 wo3 he2 neng2 zhi4li4 
Wen say   you get-crime God     I   how can  make-force  
‘Wen says, ‘You have offended the God, how can I help you?’  

(Wu 2007: 23-24) 

In conclusion, before the Han Dynasty, neng2 was a polysemous word, which 

could be used as a noun as well as a modal verb. That is, neng2 was originally a 

polysemous modal verb with dynamic and deontic modality. As for epistemic 

modality, neng2 picks up the meaning of epistemic modality in the Han, Tang, and 

Song Dynasties.  

 

3.3.3 yao4 要 

Before the Han Dynasty, yao4, just as in the case of neng3 , was originally a 

noun referring to the body part of the waist, but was pronounced as yao1. The use of 

yao1 ‘waist’ 腰 is said to derive from the character 要. In (86), yao1 is a noun 

referring to the waist. In addition to the first use as a noun, yao1 also have possessed 

various other meanings in the Warring States Period. The second use of yao1 is as a 

verb, which means “to tie something around the waist,” as shown in (87). Third, yao1 

is further extended to mean “to interrupt midway and to stop” in (88). Finally, yao1 is 

a verb meaning “to ask for or request for something,” so in (89) yao1 means “to ask 

for” reputation.  

(86) 昔者，楚靈王好士細要。(Warring States Period) 
xi2 zhe3 chu3ling2wang2 hao4 shi4 xi4 yao1 
past-time Lord-Chu      like men thin waist 
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‘In the old days, Lord Chu liked men of slender waist.’  (Li 2003: 214) 
(87) 閔子要絰而服。(Warring States Period)  

min3 zi3 yao1 zhi4   er2 fu2 
Min man wear clothes and observe 
‘The Min wore mourning clothes around the waist to observe mourning.’ 

(Liu 2006: 32) 
(88) 孔子不悅於魯、衛，遭宋桓司馬，將要而殺之。(Warring States Period) 

kong3zi3  bu2 yue4 yu2 lu3 wei4 zao1     song4 huan2 si1ma3 
Confucius NEG happy in Lu  Wei encounter Song  Huan master-horse 
jiang1 yao1    er2 sha1 zhi1 
will  intercept and kill  him 
‘Confucius was dissatisfied in Lu and Wei. He met with the attempt of  
Huan, the Master of the Horse of Song, to intercept and kill him.’  

(Li 2003: 215) 
(89) 非所以要譽於鄉黨朋友也。(Warring States Period) 

fei1 suo3yi3 yao1  yu4     yu2 xiang1  dang3 peng2you3 ye3 
NEG so-that ask-for reputation in  country gang  friend     PRT  
‘Not to ask for reputation from partners and friends.’    (Liu 2006: 33) 

Although yao1 was a polysemous word in Warring States Period, all of the 

meanings encoded in yao1 are used as nouns or verbs. And it is clear that these 

various meanings are closely related. In Tang Dynasty, yao1 is pronounced as yao4 

and the modal sense begins to emerge. For example, in (90) yao4 represents the 

volition of the omitted subject to chat, and in (91) yao4 indicates the volition of the 

men to cook.  

(90) 要語連夜語，須眠終日眠。(Tang Dynasty) 
yao4 yu3 lian2    ye4 yu3  xu1 mian2 zhong1 ri4  mian2 
want talk continue night talk need sleep  all    day  sleep 
‘If (you) want to chat, then you should chat overnight. If (you) want to sleep, 
you should sleep the whole day.’ 

(91) 云英，擎一甌槳來，郎群要炊。(Tang Dyansty) 
yun2ying1 ji2  yi4 ou1 jiang3 lai2 lang2 qun2  yao4 chui1 
Yunying  fetch one CL oar   come men crowd want cook 
‘Yunying, go to fetch an oar, those men want to cook.’ 

(Liu 2006: 35) 

In conclusion, the diachronic development of yao4 is very similar to neng2. Both 
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were originally nouns and then the verb meanings were derived from the nouns. Then, 

from the verb meanings, the use of modal verbs gradually appears after the Han 

Dynasty. However, the epistemic use is found in the diachronic data for neng2 but not 

in that for yao4, which means that the epistemic use of yao4 was developed rather 

late.  

 

3.3.4 Concluding Remarks on the Diachronic Development of Polysemous 

Modal Verbs 

From the diachronic data, it is found that the three monosyllabic polysemous 

modal verbs were not modal verbs at the time of the beginning of their recorded use. 

For one thing, they do not have modal readings. For another, they are just verbs or 

nouns in terms of grammatical category. When they first begin to possess the meaning 

of modality during about the Han Dynasty, the first modal meaning usually belongs to 

the category of dynamic category; that is, ability and volition. Furthermore, there is a 

tendency that the epistemic meaning is always the last sense to be developed. For 

example, the epistemic meaning of hui4 was developed during the Song Dynasty and 

that of neng2 was developed during the Han Dynasty. This is a strong support for the 

argument of the present study, where we claim that the core meaning of the 

polysemous modal verbs should be the modal senses of ability and volition. From this 

core modal sense, the deontic and epistemic senses are developed later in synchronic 

semantic extension. Thus, diachronic development can perfectly reflect the synchronic 

development, and provides strong evidence for the path of development from the 

perspective of semantic extension.  
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3.4 Mechanisms Underlying the Path of Development  

3.4.1 Traugott’s Subjectification (1989)  

Traugott (1989) argues that there are three closely-related tendencies for the path 

of diachronic semantic change, in which the first tendency can feed the second one 

and then either the first or the second can feed the third. The following are the three 

tendencies: 

(a) Tendency I: Meanings based in the external described situation > 
meanings based in the internal 
(evaluative/perceptual/cognitive) described situation. 

(b) Tendency II: Meanings based in the external or internal described 
situation > meanings based in the textual and metalinguistic 
situation. 

(c) Tendency III: Meanings tend to become increasingly based in the 
speaker’s subjective belief state/attitude toward the 
proposition.                     (Traugott 1989: 34-35) 

For example, in Tendency I, early Old English felan had only the concrete meaning of 

“touch” something and not until late Old English did it acquire a perceptual sense of 

“touch” someone’s heart. This semantic change perfectly reflects the development of 

Tendency I. In Tendency II, “metalinguistic” situation means the situation of 

performing a speech act. For instance, in the early 1500’s observe had the mental-verb 

meaning “perceive (that),” and by 1605 it had become a speech-act verb having the 

meaning of “state that.” This shift from a mental-state to a speech-act verb meaning 

corresponds to the semantic change of Tendency II. On the other hand, “textual 

situation” means the situation of text-construction. Take the development of while in 

English, for example. While was written as Þa hwile Þe and meant “at the time that,” 

which has a temporal function in relation to an external described situation in Old 

English. During Middle English, while picked up the meaning of “during” and was 

already written as while. Here, the sense of “during” signals a cohesive time relation 

between not only two events but also two clauses. Thus, it retained a temporal 
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function and further obtained a textual function. At last, Tendency III is also called 

subjectification in Traugott’s term, which describes a state whereby meanings 

become increasingly based on the speaker’s subjective belief, state, attitude toward 

the proposition (i.e., what the speaker is talking about). While is also a good example 

as it clearly exhibits a semantic change due to subjectification. After Middle English 

while ‘during’ obtained a concessive sense of ‘although’ which sense is primarily 

based on the subjective belief state or attitude of the speaker.   

 Traugott (1989) applies Tendency III (subjectification) to the development of 

English modal auxiliaries, such as shall, will, and must. Take the diachronic 

development of must for example. Must in Old English was written as “motan” in the 

sense of volition, as shown in (92)4 and thus motan already had a deontic5 sense of 

permission in Old English: 

(92) &  Þonne rided ælc hys weges mid dan feo    &  hyt  
  and then   rides  each his  way  with the  money and it 

motan       habban eall 
  are-permitted  to-have all 
  ‘and then each rides his own way with the money and can keep all of it.’ 

(Traugott 1989: 37) 

Motan had an epistemic sense of weak subjectivity during Old English, but a strong 

subjective epistemic sense was not fully developed until considerably after the Old 

English period. See (93) and (94) for the epistemic use of must after the Old English 

period.  

(93) e that dooth good & doth not goodly…must nedes be bade.  
‘Whoever does good, but does not do it with good intentions…must 
necessarily be bad. 

 (94) This must have been a sad shock to the poor disconsolate parent.  

                                                 
4 Traugott’s (1989) examples of Old English are cited from Venezky & Healey’s 1980 microfiche 
concordance. 
5 It should be noted that Traugott’s definition for “deontic” is different from the definition in the 
present study. In brief, Traugott’s deontic modality merges dynamic and deontic modality, which are 
separately defined by the author of this thesis.  
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(Traugott 1989: 42) 

In conclusion, the diachronic development of English modal auxiliaries (i.e., 

must) and Chinese modal verbs (i.e., yao4) show a similar path of development in 

semantic change. That is, the modal senses of the modal verbs or modal auxiliaries in 

both languages originated from “volition” and then the “judgmental” sense of 

epistemic modality was developed later. This similarity also provides cross-linguistic 

evidence which supports the argument of this thesis that the subtypes of volition and 

ability under dynamic modality should be seen as the core meanings for polysemous 

modal verbs.  

 

3.4.2 Sweetser’s Metaphorization (1990) 

Sweetser (1990) finds that there exists a synchronic ambiguity between external 

and internal worlds for the particular vocabulary in the domain of modality, so she 

studies the polysemous modal auxiliaries in English from a point of view different 

from that of Traugott (1989). Her proposal for modalities is based on the claim that 

there is a pervasive and coherently structured system of metaphors which underlies 

the tendency to use vocabulary from the external (sociophysical) domain in speaking 

of the internal (emotional and psychological) domain (Sweetser 1990). For instance, 

“I see” shifts from the meaning of physical perception to that of reasoning processes. 

The former is in the external sociophysical world while the latter is in the internal 

psychological world. In terms of modal auxiliaries, Sweetser adopts Talmy’s basic 

idea of viewing modality as forces and barriers. Yet, Sweetser further specifies that 

modality basically refers to intentional, directed forces and barriers. In Sweetser’s 

force-dynamic analysis of modality, for example, obligation modals (e.g., must) 

involve intentional forces affecting choices which are restricted by the imposition of 

barriers, while in the ability and permission modals (e.g., can) choices are expended 
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by the lifting of barriers. 

Real-world obligation, ability and permission modals are called root modality in 

Sweetser’s term and epistemic modality concerns necessity, probability, or possibility 

in reasoning processes, which is thus in the domain of the emotional or psychological 

internal world. Consequently, Sweetser (1990) proposes a metaphorical extension, 

whereby the root-modal meanings of obligation, ability and permission in the external 

(sociophysical) world are extended to the internal world (epistemic domain of 

reasoning and judgment). Take the modal auxiliaries may and must in (95) and (96) 

for example, in (95a) and (96a) may and must are modals in a real-world sense while 

in (95b) and (96b) may and must are their corresponding usages in the epistemic 

domain.  

(95) a. John may go. 
  “John is not barred by (my or some other) authority from going.” 
 b. John may be there. 
  “I am not barred by my premises from the conclusion that he is there.” 
(96) a. You must come home by ten. (Mom said so) 
 “The direct force (of Mom’s authority) compels you to come home by ten.” 
 b. You must have been home last night. 
  “The available (direct) evidence compels me to the conclusion that you   

were home.”                               (Sweetser 1990: 61) 
 

3.4.3 An Integrated Proposal for the Mechanisms Underlying the Path of 

Development 

In Traugott and Sweetser’s discussion on the development of modality, there are 

some similarities as well as differences. In the case of the similarities, both divide 

modality into two major types: deontic/root modality and epistemic modality. 

Furthermore, both suggest that the development of modalities moves from 

deontic/root modality to epistemic modality. In the case of the differences, Traugott’s 

conclusion is based on the diachronic development of English modal auxiliaries while 
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Sweetser views this phenomenon as a synchronic semantic development motivated by 

human cognitive mechanisms. Compared to Traugott (1989) and Sweetser (1990), we 

propose three different suggestions concerning the issue of the development of 

modalities. First of all, what we need to do is to separate deontic/root modality clearly 

as mentioned in Chapter 2, where we explicitly defined three distinct types of 

modality, including dynamic (volition and ability), deontic (directive and commissive), 

and epistemic (judgmental) modality. Second, since we have divided the root/deontic 

modality into two independent types (dynamic and deontic), we need to explain the 

development between dynamic modality and deontic modality. Therefore, what we 

will do is not to reject the conclusions proposed by Traugott or Sweetser. Instead, we 

intend to bridge the gap in the development of the relationship between dynamic and 

deontic modality, while agreeing with them that epistemic modality is always the 

modality to be developed last. Third, we argue that neither Traugott’s subjectification 

nor Sweetser’s metaphorization alone can fully explain the development of modalities, 

because each plays an important role in this issue. In other words, we do not need to 

exclude a discussion of either diachronic or synchronic development since both are 

involved in the course of semantic change.  

In our opinion, dynamic modality concerning ability and volition is essentially 

used in the “internal described situation” (Traugott 1989: 34), because the modal 

sense of volition is encoded in words describing an emotional or psychological 

situation while the modal sense of ability is purely objective as it describes the ability 

of the subject of the sentence without an association with the attitude or opinion of the 

speaker. In contrast, deontic modality concerning directive and commissive is related 

to the speaker’s subjective attitude toward the proposition and at the same time 

describes “metalinguistic” situation in Traugott’s term. Therefore, we argue that in the 

path of semantic extension from dynamic to deontic at Stage I, Tendency III (＝
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subjectification) is at work, where meanings are increasingly based on the subjective 

attitude or opinion of the speaker. Xing (2006) also confirms that subjectification 

affects every stage of semantic change in the grammaticalization of Chinese verbs. 

Subjectivity is supposed to be found in the use of directive and commissive whereby 

with the directive the speaker gets the hearer to do something and with the 

commissive the speaker commits himself/herself to do something. Consequently, 

directive and commissive under deontic modality must be associated with subjectivity 

because the modal sense is related to the speaker in terms of the realization of an 

event, where the action is initiated by the speaker and may be carried out either by the 

speaker or the hearer. This is the reason why we postulate that the semantic extension 

from dynamic to deontic modality at Stage I is motivated by subjectification as 

proposed by Traugott (1989).  

Take the polysemous modal verb neng2 for example, in (97) neng2 exhibits the 

modal sense of ability, where the subject ta1 ‘he’ has the ability to lift a large and 

heavy stone. In (98), neng2 no longer encodes the modal sense of ability. Due to the 

operation of subjectification, neng2 becomes a linguistic device used to express 

permission. In this example, the subject is granted permission to express his opinion 

in a meeting. The source of the permission can be from the speaker, so this is an 

example of where subjectification is at work.  

(97) 他能舉起一百公斤的大石頭 
 ta1 neng2 ju3qi3  yi4 bai3    gong1jin1 de    da4 shi2tou2 
 he can   lift-up  one hundred kilogram  ASSOC big stone 

‘He is able to lift a big stone weighing one hundred kilograms.’ 
(98) 他能在會議上發表自己的意見 
 ta1 neng2 zai4 hui4yi4 shang4 fa1biao3  zi4ji3 de  yi4jian4 
 he can    in  meeting on    announce self  POSS opinion 

‘He is permitted to express his own opinion in the meeting.’ 

Another example is the polysemous modal verb ke3yi3. Originally ke3yi3 in (99) 
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objectively denotes the ability of the subject of the sentence, no matter which speaker 

utters this sentence, so ke3yi3 is a dynamic modal verb. In other words, before Stage I, 

ke3yi3 is not associated with the subjective opinion or attitude of any speaker. 

Through the operation of subjectification at Stage I, ke3yi3 in (100) obtains the modal 

sense of permission, which belongs to directive of deontic modality. In the modal 

sense of permission, the speaker poses his/her subjective opinion or attitude toward 

the action performed by the hearer in terms of permitting the hearer to browse through 

some comic books. Consequently, subjectification can be argued to be at work here.  

(99) 男人可以一個人在山上住茅棚 
 nan2ren2 ke3yi3 yi2 ge ren2  zai4 shan1 shang4 zhu4 mau2pong2 
 man     can  one CL person at mountain up  live thatched-cottage 
 ‘Men are able to live alone in a thatched cottage in the mountains.’ 
(100) 大家可以隨意翻閱 

da4jia1  ke3yi3 sui2yi4  fan1yue4 
everyone can    causally  browse 
‘Everyone is allowed to leaf through (the comics) casually.’ 

The semantic extension of yao4 can also exhibit the development from dynamic 

modality to deontic modality. In (101), yao4 is used as a dynamic modal verb 

interpreted as volition, so yao4 represents the willingness for the subject wo3 ‘I’ to fly 

in the sky. This is only an objective description of someone’s willingness. Yet, in (102) 

yao4 can express the deontic sense of commissive whereby the subject commits 

himself/herself to carry out something, in which the meaning of yao4 becomes more 

subjective because the opinion or attitude of the speaker is encoded in the modal verb 

yao4. Therefore, from (101) and (102) we can find the development of the 

polysemous modal verb yao4—from dynamic modality (volition) to deontic modality 

(commissive).  

(101) 我要像小鳥一樣在天空飛翔 
   wo3 yao4 xiang4 xiao3niao3 yi2yiang4 zai4 tian1kong1 fei1xiang2 
    I   want like  small-bird  alike    in   sky       fly 
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   ‘I want to fly in the sky like a bird.’ 
 (102) 我要台灣成為世界最先進的國家 
   wo3 yao4 tai2wan1 cheng2wei2 shi4jie4 zui4 xian1jin4  de   guo2jia1 
    I   want Taiwan  become    world  most advanced ASSOC country 

‘I promise that Taiwan will become the most advanced country in the 
world.’ 

In conclusion, we argue that the development from dynamic modality to deontic 

modality at Stage I is motivated by the cognitive mechanism of subjectification 

(Traugott 1989), as demonstrated with the three polysemous modal verbs above 

(neng2, ke3yi3, and yao4). Next, we further postulate that the path of development 

from deontic modality to epistemic modality at Stage II is motivated by a 

metaphorical mapping between the external sociophysical world and the internal 

mental world (Sweetser 1990). That is, ‘we use language of the external world to 

apply to the mental world, which is metaphorically structured as parallel to that of the 

external world’ (Sweetser 1990: 50). For example, ying1gai1 in (103) is a deontic 

modal verb expressing obligation in the external and concrete world, but in (104) 

ying1gai1 has become an epistemic modal verb used by the speaker to express his/her 

own personal opinion or attitude toward the propositional content (i.e., he has arrived). 

Such judgment about the truth of the proposition is in the internal and abstract world. 

Therefore, the semantic extension of ying1gai1 from deontic modality to epistemic at 

Stage II is mainly motivated by metaphorization (Sweetser, 1990). At the same time, 

subjectification is at work here, too, because the epistemic use of ying1gai1 is at the 

highest degree of subjectivity. In (103), the deontic ying1gai1 is concerned with a 

certain degree of subjectivity because the opinion of the speaker is involved in the 

expression of obligation. Further, in (104) epistemic modality is supposed to be based 

on the opinion or attitude of the speaker so the epistemic ying1gai1 is definitely more 

subjective than the deontic ying1gai1. That is, the degree of subjectivity of the 

epistemic ying1gai1 is stronger than that of the deontic ying1gai1. Consequently, we 
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can say that only weak subjectification is at work at Stage I; however, both 

metaphorization and subjectification are at work at Stage II.  

(103) 他應該聽爸媽的話 
   tai1 ying1gai1 ting1 ba4ma1      de    hua4 
   he  should   listen father-mother ASSOC words 
  ‘He should listen to what his parents say.’ 
(104) 他應該已經到了 
   ta1 ying1gai1 yi3jing1 dao4 le 
   he should    already arrive ASP 
  ‘It is possible that he has arrived.’ 

The development of hui4 is another example of development at Stage II. In (105), 

hui4 is a deontic modal verb exhibiting the commitment of the speaker within the 

socio-physical world. Yet, in (106) hui4 is an epistemic modal verb indicating the 

judgment of the speaker of the truth of the proposition in the mental and 

psychological world. Moreover, the degree of subjectivity in epistemic modal verbs is 

stronger than that in deontic modal verbs as discussed above. Therefore, the semantic 

extension for the polysemous modal verb hui4 from deontic modality to epistemic 

modality is motivated by metaphorization as well as subjectification.  

(105) 我們一定會虛心接受  
  wo3men2 yi3ding4  hui4 xu1xin1 jie1shou4 
  we  definitely  can humble accept 
  ‘We will definitely accept it in a humble manner.’ 
(106) 我們都會爬到屋頂去看煙火 
  wo3men dou1 hui4 pa2  dao4 wu1ding3  qu4 kan4 yan1huo3 
  we     all   will climb to   house-roof  go watch firework 
  ‘It is possible that we can all go up onto the roof to see the fireworks.’ 

To connect the development at Stage I and Stage II, let us see the semantic 

extension of the polysemous modal verb yao4, in which we can find that yao4 begins 

as a dynamic modal verb, and then extends to become a deontic modal verb, and 

eventually the epistemic yao4 is developed. For example, in (107) the core meaning 

of yao4 is the modal sense of volition under dynamic modality. After the process of 
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subjectification at Stage I, it obtains the modal sense of directive (obligation) and 

commissive (promise) under deontic modality, as shown in (108) and (109). Since this 

directive and commissive reading is in the external sociophysical world, yao4 in (110) 

is further metaphorically extended to the epistemic domain of reasoning and judgment 

at Stage II, and thus obtains the modal sense of judgmental under epistemic modality. 

At the same time, the degree of subjectivity is becoming stronger in epistemic 

modality, so subjectification is supposed to operate at Stage II as well. Accordingly, 

the processes of metaphorization and subjectification are at work in the path of the 

development from deontic modality to epistemic modality at Stage II. 

(107) 我要去見見他，跟他說幾句話 
  wo3 yao4 qu4 jian4jian4 ta1 gen1 ta1 shuo1 ji3       ju4 hua4 
  I   want go  see-see   he with he  say  how-many CL word 
  ‘I want to see him and say something to him.’ 

 (108) 反正大家要有心理準備 
   fan3zheng4 da4jia1  yao4  you3 xin1li3 zhun3bei4 
   anyway    everyone want  have mental preparation 
   ‘Anyway, everyone should be mentally well-prepared.’ 

(109) 我要給你許許多多金銀珠寶 
   wo3 yao4 gei3 ni3 xu3xu3duo1duo1 jin1yin2   zhu1bao3 
   I   want give you many          gold-silver  jewelry  
   ‘I want to give you a lot of gold, silver, and jewelry.’ 

(110) 可是，這件事就要完結了 
ke3shi4 zhe4 jian4 shi4   jiu4 yao4  wan2jie2  le 
but    this  CL  thing  just want   end      PRT 
‘But, it will be the case that the event will end soon.’ 

Figure 6, as a summary of the process of development at Stage I and Stage II, 

shows the two cognitively-driven mechanisms: subjectification at Stage I and 

metaphorization and subjectification as Stage II. 
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Figure 6. The motivation of the development at Stage I and Stage II 

 

3.5 Feature-based Classification for Modalities 

Since we have determined the nature of the systematic extension from dynamic 

modality to deontic modality at Stage I and from deontic modality to epistemic 

modality at Stage II, we can now further propose a more insightful classification of 

the modality types of Chinese modal verbs, in which a feature-based classification is 

adopted. The development path is unidirectional (i.e., dynamic > deontic > epistemic), 

so we will label each modality type with a plus or minus feature in a reverse direction. 

Therefore, epistemic modality is marked as [＋epistemic] in the first place, and root 

modality (including dynamic and deontic) is marked as [－epistemic]. Consequently, 

[±epistemic] is the first distinctive feature in the new version of the classification. 

Next, under root modality, deontic modality is labeled as [＋deontic] while dynamic 

modality is labeled as [－deontic]. Thus, [±deontic] is adopted as the second 

distinctive feature in our feature-based classification. As a whole, the binary feature 

label for the classification of modality types of the five polysemous modal verbs can 

help us detect the differences and similarities among them instantly. In order to state 

the advantages of binary feature classification, Figure 7 and Figure 8 are presented for 

comparison. Figure 7 is the original classification proposed earlier in Section 2.3, 

while Figure 8 is the revised feature-based classification using binary distinctive 

features (i.e., [±epistemic] & [±deontic]). In Figure 7, the notion of modality is 

mainly divided into two major types, root and epistemic modality. And then under 
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root modality we find deontic and dynamic modality. However, this is only a 

description of modality types, because Figure 8 can not only provide an objective 

description but also exhibit the closely-related relationship between modality types. 

For example, the difference between root and epistemic modality is [±epistemic], 

whereas the difference between dynamic and deontic modality is [±deontic]. On the 

other hand, in the case of the nature of the similarity shared by two modality types, we 

can easily find that both dynamic modality and deontic modality are [－epistemic], so 

the feature of [－epistemic] is a modal property shared by dynamic and deontic 

modality.  

 

Figure 7. Original classification of modality 

 

Figure 8. Feature-based classification of modality 
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If we review the development path of semantic extension stated above (i.e., 

dynamic > deontic > epistemic) in terms of the new feature-based classification 

system, we can conclude that the direction of the semantic extension is from [－

deontic] to [＋deontic], and then from [－epistemic] to [＋epistemic]. Consequently, 

three significant generalizations can be obtained. Firstly, the development is not only 

“horizontally” unidirectional but also “vertically” unidirectional. To put it more 

precisely, the direction of the development of the five polysemous modal verbs is 

horizontally from left to right (i.e., [－deontic] > [＋deontic] and [－epistemic] > [＋

epistemic], respectively) and vertically from bottom to top (i.e., [±deontic] > [±

epistemic]). Secondly, the unidirectional development path can be simplified as [±

deontic] > [±epistemic], replacing our original two-stage representation (i.e., 

dynamic > deontic modality at Stage I, whereas deontic > epistemic modality at Stage 

II), which fails to demonstrate the distinctive properties of [±deontic] and [±

epistemic] during the process of development. If a more detailed path of semantic 

extension is needed, we can demonstrate the development of [－deontic] > [＋deontic] 

at Stage I and [－epistemic] > [＋epistemic] at Stage II. Thirdly, the development 

exhibits a tendency toward the retrieval of a plus feature, instead of a minus feature; 

that is, [－deontic] > [＋deontic] and [－epistemic] > [＋epistemic].  

The phenomenon of the retrieval of a plus feature in the course of development 

corresponds to the universal tendency in markedness theory (Greenberg 1966). In 

markedness theory, “marked” and “unmarked” are assigned to ‘opposing structural 

entities that exhibit a consistently asymmetric relationship in terms of distribution 

and/or syntagmatic structure and/or paradigmatic complexity’ (Eckman et al. 1983: 3). 

In the two entities, the one that is consistently more widely distributed and/or simpler 

and/or richly elaborated is called “unmarked,” and its complement member is called 

“marked.” For example, the singular number is unmarked as opposed to the plural 
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which is marked and voiceless stops are unmarked as opposed to the marked voiced 

stops. Therefore, in our feature-based classification, [－deontic], as the core meaning 

for the polysemous modal verbs, should be viewed as unmarked and thus [＋deontic] 

is more marked than [－deontic]. Furthermore, at the level of [±epistemic], [－

epistemic] is clearly the less marked than [＋epistemic] because [＋epistemic] is most 

marked due to the fact that it is the last developed modality type and thus it must be 

less widely distributed than [＋epistemic]. This unidirectional development of 

semantic extension also reflects the order of child acquisition of modality. Guo (1995) 

focuses on the interpersonal/discourse functions of the Mandarin modal verb neng2, 

which is used to index the attempt of a speaker to challenge an addressee. As for the 

basic function of neng2, it includes notions such as ability, permission, and epistemic 

possibility. The order of development of the different meanings of neng2 is ‘physical 

ability  permission  epistemic uses’ (Guo 1995: 207). Parafragou (1998) also 

finds that children acquire root/deontic meaning in English earlier and epistemic 

meaning later. These first language acquisition data support our argument that the core 

meaning of [－deontic] is the most unmarked in that [－deontic] is always acquired 

earliest by children. On the other hand, [＋epistemic] is the most marked so children 

acquire the epistemic use of modal words quite late in course of language acquisition. 

A revised development path of Stage I and Stage II is presented in Figure 9 as a 

summary of the discussion in this section. 
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Figure 9. A revised development path of Stage I and Stage II  
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